MAGGIDAN'S SALES LIST
Our herd is tested yearly for CAE and Johne's. We do not blood test for CL. Our herd has never had abscesses. Copies of the latest
test available upon request. We have bred and shown pygmies for 26 +years. Our goal is to breed true to the breed standard
producing clearly masculine bucks and feminine does, without being extreme. We breed for easy pregnancy and kidding, and a long
productive life. We have begun breeding first-gen Kinders from Nubian does that are true dual-purpose and our champion pygmy
bucks. Pictures are taken completely natural and unposed.
PYGMIES
BUCKS
Maggidan's Minis
CAPT. FANTASTIC

840003131836084 PGCH BCE Jupe Jr. AKA “JJ”

PENDING

4/18/18

M2/K6

Maggidan's Minis Fantasia

Oh my, the camera loves this buck. I'll just let the pictures speak for themselves. First row of pictures taken on August 13 at 4
months old. Second row taken on October 1at almost 5.5 months old. $450.00

WETHERS
Both of these young adult wethers are exceptional show quality and priced at 150.00.

Calypso

Tad

Maggidan's Minis
CALYPSO

28568M

7/11/16

840003131836060 Aribba Acres Java Jo

Maggidan's Minis
TAD

16292W

4/27/17

M2/H11

Burntwood Farms Tanzerin

840003131836072 Aribba Acres Java Jo

M2/J6

Burntwood Farms Tanzerin

KINDER BUCKS
All Kinders are F1 generation. I chose Nubian does from a long-time tested herd. The breeder focuses on preserving the dual
purpose type Nubian with very good udders and high milk production. Her goats are also fast growing with good bone, overall
width and depth, and heavy muscling.
Maggidan's
ROMULUS

1186018B

5/30/18

M2/K16

Maggidan's Minis Runamuk
Ramsey Emikota

Maggidan's
REMUS

1186020B

5/30/18

M2/K17

Maggidan's Minis Runamuk
Ramsey Emikota

Nearly matching buckling brothers. Their dam's udder maybe could be better maybe and is uneven from nursing trips. But it is
attached reasonably well, smooth fore udder. There could be some moon spots under there, their dam is quite spotted. They are
very smoothly blended, great angulation, nice head carriage, strong straight legs and pasterns. First row of pictures taken on August
13 at 10 weeks old. Second and third row taken on October 1 at almost 18 weeks old. Romulus took a Grand Champion and Remus
took a Reserve Grand Champion at the Kinder show in November 2018 in Liberty, NC. $200.00
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Contact Us
Dan Dawson and Maggie Leman
Durham, NC
Phone: 919 596 0984 Email: maggidans@msn.com Website: www.maggidans.com

